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Ending The Digital Tug-Of-War That Keeps Trade Finance In The Dark Ages
A shrink sleeve labeling system lets Collective Arts Brewing vary differently
decorated labels on a single in-line filling line.
Vena Powers FP&A and CPM for Banking with Best Practice Pre-Configured Solution
Tennant Company (“Tennant”) (NYSE: TNC), a world leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of
solutions that help create a cleaner, safer, healthier world, today announced it has appointed Fay ...

China Life Singapore Wins 2020 International Finance Insurance Awards
Time saved on manual tasks can then be better directed to wider strategic goals. Similarly, many
cloud-based finance software solutions now offer specialised compliance capabilities, improving ...

This speaks to both a gap in financial education as well as
processes which are opaque, convoluted and highly manual ... of
Open Finance is that over time it should allow for solutions that
...

Open Finance - reimagining mortgages
SaaS to support mid-sized companies’ financial planning with real-time data and native
collaboration isn’t the sexiest startup pitch under the sun but it’s one that’s swiftly
netted Abacum a bunch of ...
Trintech Continues to Innovate Its Leading Financial Solutions to Meet the Needs of Large
Enterprises Across the Globe
This partnership will expand access those who can benefit from Control Bionics' customized
Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) solutions ... including manual and power
wheelchairs ...
Mpac chooses Wolters Kluwer and Hayne for CPM software investment to digitally transform its
finance processes
Through clear guidance, support for innovative models centered around data mobility, or recognition of
fintech partnership and vendor models, policymakers can ensure that promising fintech solutions ...

Building digital infrastructure for the future of finance
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MUSA Auto Finance appoints new CEO and President
International Finance Magazine has announced the winners of insurance awards 2020 on the
website recently. China Life Singapore has been awarded as the "Fastest Growing Digital
Transformation Life ...
YC-backed Abacum nets $7M to empower finance teams with real-time data and collaboration tools
Finastra today announced the integration of its Fusion Trade Innovation and Enigio's trace:original to
create a solution for managing and handling digital original documents ...
Shagun Malhotra, CEO of SkyStem, invited into Forbes Finance Council
Forbes Finance Council is an Invitation-Only Community for Executives in Accounting,
Financial Planning, Wealth and Asset Management, and Investment Firms NEW YORK
(PRWEB) ...
11% finance leaders in India believe they are at advanced stage in digital finance
journey: EY India survey
William Wilkins, group finance director of Mpac Group, said: "We wanted to move to
automated internal systems – mirroring the solutions we deliver to the manufacturing
sector. Over Mpac's more ...
How technology can support finance professionals in driving business growth
Companies come to BlackLine because their traditional manual accounting processes are not
sustainable. BlackLine's cloud-based solutions help companies move ... To learn more about
the benefits of ...
Tennant Company Appoints Fay West as Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Cortical.io today announced Message intelligence 2.1, an intelligent document processing solution
(IDP) that provides high accuracy in filtering, classification, and extraction of emails, attachments, ...
Control Bionics (ASX:CBL) Partners with Numotion as Northeastern U.S. Reseller of Assistive
Technology Solutions
Jon Lamb is now CEO of MUSA Auto Finance. He also remains President of DRIVRZ™ US, a platform
enabling consumers to buy, sell, lease or trade their vehicle from a smartphone. DRIVRZ™ US is an ...
Finastra integrates Enigio solution with Fusion Trade Innovation to make
paperless trade finance a reality
This means finance teams continue to undertake extensive manual effort to compensate
sub ... would mean swift implementation of the digital solution and effortless change
management.
Krypt Hires Frederik Pena-Tolivia as Global Trade Solution Director for Europe
Krypt is proud to welcome Frederik Pena-Tolivia to the team as a Solution Director to head the
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SAP GTS practice for the European ...
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Connecting The Counterparties Even among the largest global corporates, Torciano noted,
spreadsheets and manual data ... in trade finance will only be achieved when solutions that support
message ...
Cortical.io Message Intelligence Solution Improves Accuracy of Processing Unstructured
Documents
DALLAS, TX / ACCESSWIRE / March 18, 2021 / Trintech, a leading global provider of
integrated Record to Report software solutions for the office of finance ... of repetitive manual
tasks but ...
Business Reporter - Building resilience with finance and accounting
Vena, the Complete Planning platform loved by finance and trusted by business, today
announced the release of Vena for Banks and Credit ...
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